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The SuperFlatline Speaker Cable is a true Nordost classic. It was 
one of the original cable options that put Nordost on the map. 
Easily distinguishable by its trademark, flat design, SuperFlatline 
quickly became known throughout the industry as one of the 
most respected high end speaker cables, offering an unmatched 
performance level at its price point. This highly sought after 
product offers detail, clarity, and purity throughout the whole 
frequency spectrum, from subsonic lows to ultrasonic highs. 
Now, due to popular demand, Nordost’s SuperFlatline cable is 
back!

Nordost’s SuperFlatline Speaker Cable consists of 16, 23 AWG, 
solid core, flat, rectangular copper conductors. The flat geometry 
of this cable not only increases signal transfer speed, but also 
makes it possible to run lengths under carpets for easy and 
discreet installation. Additionally, SuperFlatline employs an 
innovative precision FEP extrusion process, which lowers the 
capacitance and increases the bandwidth of the cable 
dramatically, enhancing accuracy in signal transfer. 

This high quality, versatile cable can be used in any system. When 
used in a shotgun configuration, the SuperFlatline is capable of 
carrying high currents (up to 12.5 amps at 300 volts) while its 16 
conductors can easily facilitate bi-wiring or bi-amping.  Like all 
Nordost Leifstyle products, SuperFlatline is sold to certified 
Nordost retailers in spools, alongside heatshrink and connector 
kits, which include Nordost’s gold-plated Spade or  Z-plug 
(banana) connectors. Selling this cable in spools makes it easier 
for Nordost dealers to serve their clients, by providing any length 

of cabling needed to custom-fit their home theater or sound 
system. Thanks to the development of a proprietary tool designed 
to slit and strip the cable, installation of SuperFlatline is now even 
easier, allowing installers to cut a precise break out at any length. 

Designed and manufactured entirely in the USA, the SuperFlatline 
Speaker Cable guarantees the precision of craftsmanship required 
to produce the uncolored, unfiltered accuracy of sound that is 
synonymous with Nordost.

SUPERFLATLINE
SPEAKER CABLE

• Made in the USA
• Extruded FEP Insulation  
• 16 x 23 AWG flat rectangular conductors
• 14 AWG when in shotgun configuration
• 99.9999% OFC
• Propagation Delay: 91% speed of light
• RoHS Compliant


